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Luke XXII 42” Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from me: nevertheless not my will but thine
be done.”
I was recently witness to a scene, enacted for the glory of God, which made my heart ache. I had
been listening to an address, an appeal to flee from the wrath to come, a description of that outer
darkness where there are weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth. Every sentence of which was
meant to strike terror into the heart and ravish the timorous soul with pain until it cried out for
mercy – any mercy. The silence which followed was broken by a sob, that kind of sob which does not
pass away into a sigh, the sob of a young heart. And from amongst the bent heads there arose a pale
tearful face of one who should have been playing in the sunshine, still unaware of the black abyss in
the human soul, looking abroad on the glad world ignorant of the many valleys of dark shadows
which lie athwart man’s journeyings through this life. And I thought ‘Is this the way of religion?’ and
my soul answered ‘Nay!’ My fellow worshippers lifted up their voices in praise, but my heart and
soul only ached.
We can have no doubt but that we have to make some great surrender in life before we rise above
its temptations and sorrows, before we are no longer tossed hither and thither by its vicissitudes,
before we can survey all life from some Pisgah top and say “I live not for the day but for eternity; my
work is only the sowing of seed – God grant it may be fruitful – in other times and by other
generations shall the harvest be reaped; my faith is not the glow of an ember taken from the
flickering ashy hearths of humanity, but a spark of divine fire from the altar of life itself.” The
experience of all men in all ages has been that that spiritual will is reached only after a conflict
between one set of desires and another, one part of our being has surrendered to another part. And
the supreme problem, overshadowing every other in every man’s life, is how he is to attain to that
strength by which he is enabled to make the great surrender. When we have attained to that
strength, we always find that it has come from a faith in the unfulfilled, in the becoming, in the ideal;
and that faith we define as our religion. But there are many religions from the outbursts of an
undisciplined emotion to the calm stoicism of a Matthew Arnold, and it behoves us, never more
imperatively than now, to examine what the qualities of a stable religion must be in order that in this
time of evident revival in spiritual interests we may not be swept off our feet ourselves and that we
may stand as a guide to others.
I have begun with an episode which indicates how vast numbers of people solve the problem by
crucifying the body by fasting and lacerating the soul by fearsome thoughts. To me, it is a sad
spectacle. To most people who regard those things impartially, freed from the prejudices of dogma
and making rational criticisms upon the working of the human mind, that way of solving the problem
must appear fraught with the most dire moral and social consequences. And yet, I am not to pursue
that enquiry at
(missing page)
the bounds of the human state and entered the confines of the divine. Our religion links us to will of
God; to the moral powers that bear the universe on their breast as the sea bears a spar. It discovers
to us the mysterious fact that we ourselves contain within ourselves impulses akin to those
tremendous forces of righteousness that smite a vain Herod on his throne and grind an iniquitous
Rome to powder; that these impulses when followed enable us to overcome the world, reveal to us

the future with its triumphs yet untold, strengthen us to take our stand in the forefront of the army
fighting for God and humanity. Into that broad fellowship of divine life, of spiritual purity, of human
perfection does a worthy religion bind us. This is the first great test of the genuineness of a religion –
does it introduce us into a wider humanity? The religious community which starts with the
assumption that it is has specially blessed has given up the greater part of its religion at the onset.
Everything that is exclusive in spirit – we must be exclusive intellectually – is irreligious. When Jesus
went abroad amongst the sinners and the outcast when he ate from the tables of the poor and
chose his companions from the humble, when he passed along no roadside without seeing a power
and received no crowd without touching some soul to salvation. When in his later days he passed
from Judaism into a universal humanism, he was setting an example of the last attainments of the
religious spirit. All is sacred, all divine; sin and all other ugliness are but the finger marks of earth.
The penetrating gaze of the soul, the keen instinct of the spirit for determined kinships, which is the
evidence upon which a large part of the fabric of religion rests, proclaims a universal brotherhood. It
is not that he loves the ugly and poverty but that he loves the virtues which they hid. Religion does
not unite us in classes or in bodies holding opinions in common; it does not unite us on any
considerations of but momentary importance. It unites us in the ideals of humanity, in love and
righteousness made perfect. We are all, the best of us, filthy and in rags. We have shunned the good
that presented itself to us, we have clung to the evil and have been deaf to the appeals of the soul
calling us to better ways; but the voice of conscience, the conception of the ideal, has not been
stifled altogether and the meanest of us has glimpses of man grown into the perfection which is in
store for him. It is to that state of the perfect human nature where religion bears us that we may
look into each other’s faces and know that we are sons and daughters of one father, that we are all
toiling up to one blessed end.
One of the most striking results of scientific investigation is that wonderful building up of nature’s
plan which is now possible, in which the tiniest force is linked in a co-operative union with the most
powerful. What power, what majesty these tiny forces acquire in their interdependence, what
importance the meanest thing of creation assumes regarded as a necessary part of nature, the body
of which the soul is God! But how infinitely higher and grander is man, part not merely of that body
but of the soul itself, sharing in not only the life that perisheth, but in the being which is from
everlasting to everlasting, not only a part of the machinery which carries on existence from day to
day, but partaker in that life which grows nearer and nearer to a divine perfection, as age rolls into
age and century dies away into century. Religion not only unifies a man’s life, making his aim clear
and his path straight, holding up the goal clearly before his view and pointing the straight way
thereto; it unifies man and nature, it tunes man’s life to a harmony not only of it own but in a
harmony which belongs to all creation. Religion unites the imperfect man in the perfect one, man in
God.
Nor is that union a mere word, something that God said was and consequently is. It is a union of
nature, a living union. God is no mere large person sitting outside the earth, imposing a law and an
order upon creation. God is a power moving in everything, but especially in society. The long
wrangle of old fashioned thinkers attempting to prove by logical necessity that God existed was
futile, not only because no train of logical sequence can ever lead us to God’s throne, but because it
lost sight of the much more important fact there is a power of goodness, a power making for
righteousness in the life of the world. The metaphysic of our position is not the metaphysic of
thought but the metaphysic of morality. People talk of creation as though it were accomplished. The
process of creation still proceeds. Every day that the world revolves some old cloud standing
between us and the absolute good is dissipated, some new ray of light from heaven lights upon our
hearts filling us with that divine discontent which is precursor to every new development in the

moral life of humanity. When the Babylonians whilst building their first temples and palaces
experienced the new life of a settled society and recognised perhaps for the first time the moral
obligations of the state to protect the weak, and again when that commonplace change in civil
society began, the change from a basis of status to a basis of contract, creation progressed quite as
much as when the first intelligent being opened eyes on the green earth and the blue sky. The
Creator, the Power which is moving in us as the sap and the spring sunshine moves in the brown
bud, is as busy now as ever he was. He is in our hearts making our affections more tender and wider,
making all that is ugly, all that is unchaste, all that is unrighteous, all that is lawless more and more
loathsome to us, making us depart from ways that are crooked, making us infuse our lives with
higher and higher principles, and asking us to give moral considerations more absolute sway. In
other words, we are constantly bringing fresh parts of our moral being into activity. The ideal lying
latent in us today becomes the active guiding principle of conduct tomorrow.
Hence it is that the second important consideration regarding religion is, that it should regard
creation as progressive, that it should regard it as a fundamental axiom in life that “the old order
changeth giving place to the new.” Death is truly, morally as well as historically, the precursor of life.
The religion which asks us to regard the work of creation as accomplished and to conceive of God as
a personal power removed from the earth, except when he condescends to stoop down and
interfere with its laws, is not only quite out of sympathy with modern thought, but is positively
immoral. It is bound in the end to degenerate into a mere formalism, into the glorification and
rivalry of sects, into a badge of worship, and it must parch all moral spontaneity. Whilst it is
preached, the problem of how man can say one thing and do another will continue to trouble honest
minds. Let us regard creation as still going on in the struggle of the spirit against the letter, good
against evil, new moral demands against the organisations of old ones become conventional, and let
us regard God as manifesting himself in the necessity for progress, in the necessity for ample and
truer expressions of moral facts in life imposed upon humanity, and then our religion may enable us
both to glorify God and serve mankind. The good man knows but one glory and that is “the glory of
going on” to glory of attaining to height after height, the glory of Browning’s grammarian. Let us
regard the life of mankind as it were the life of a single person. It begins with semi-conscious
groping’s after knowledge; its youthful thoughts are simple; it has no many-sidedness; but revelation
after revelation of moral and intellectual facts open out a wider and deeper existence to it; cloud
and sunshine alternate across its path, agnosticism is mingled with knowledge, sadness with joy. Yet
it has been progressing with the years and no one in his senses would refuse the more troubled days
of his maturity in favour of his early years of sweet unsuspecting innocence. So mankind grows from
youth to maturity, from simplicity to complexity, every day bringing it new difficulty from which the
heroic man may acquire a new joy and a new faith and at the same time be struck with a new sense
of the mysterious.
In these later years when so many of our shrines are ruined, when the lamp burning over our altars
flickers in smoke or has gone out altogether, when such forecasts as that the earth must die to a
cinder and all human life and attainments vanish are made, many of us feel the hollowness of that
ignorant assurance which dogmatises on all things, the positive wickedness of those narrow creeds
that make men screen their souls from the light that is streaming around them. We are compelled to
conclude that many of the old clauses in our Confessions of Faiths are but human expressions
reflecting both the prejudices and the imperfect knowledge of the days when they were written, and
we have no phrases, no dogmas, no exact revelations to put in their place. Must we live the dull life
of the brute, and join with those who say that this is the best possible of worlds; must we walk down
life bankrupt of those impulses that make the saint and the martyr; or must we turn to the other
extreme and drown our sensibilities in a flood of emotion let loose by an elaborate ritual and a

magnificence of ceremonial – the most respectable and the most dangerous expressions of atheism
in our day? How piercingly true was Heine when he said that sacredotalism was a form of
materialism. Thank God! We are in no such dilemma. The third quality of a genuine religion is that
although in its long sweep of vision it holds up heaven and God to our gaze uniting earth with the
one and man with the other, it also charges the most common everyday act of goodness with a
satisfaction which is an immediate reward. We have to live our lives whether we like it or not, and
also, whether we like it or not, the acts of life come up constantly for blessing or condemnation. We
can walk the condemned way or we can walk the blessed way. Mankind has always been divided on
that point and only the minority has chosen the narrow way. But that minority has been the saviours
of the race. Its principles of conduct, even when scorned in practice, have always been approved in
principle, and no Machiavelli who ever set himself up as a serious teacher of any moral system,
however perverted, has declared openly that the man who liveth for himself is blessed. Man’s
undeveloped moral nature is ever crying for (missing page)
“Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from me: nevertheless not my will but thine be done.”
How far removed from the spirit of such a conception of religion – and it was Jesus’ conception – is
the faith that was grasped by a poor heart racked by fear, is the creed embraced by the petulant soul
dreaming of the glorification of the canal in heaven! How vain is the search for that faith which is
supposed to bathe all life in one uniform outpouring of glad sunshine! There is no such faith. The cry
of every man who has trod the Holy of Holies of life and seen the majesty of God is that the cup of
pain may be taken away from him.
The difference between man attaining unto God and man descending to the brutes, is not that the
former is happier than the latter, but that he has more Gethsemanes and that through the darkness
and sacrifice of each he attains to a higher spiritual serenity and a more heroic calm. You will
remember the passage which Carlyle has written regarding ‘Cromwell’. “The man’s misery, as men’s
misery always does, came of his greatness. Samuel Johnson is that kind of man. Sorrow, stricken,
half-distracted, the wide element of mournful black enveloping him – wide as the world. It is the
character of prophetic man; a man with his whole soul seeing and struggling to see.” The pilgrimage
of a man girt with a sword and inspired by the cross must always remain a fitting symbol of life. We
were sent here soldiers in a moral crusade. Our Jerusalems are the just man made perfect. Do not
imagine when you bring your strifes with Appolion out of the region of fear and dogma and bring
them into the small affairs of everyday life, when every action you undertake as a citizen or as a
private person represents as much strife between good and evil as did the pilgrimage of Bunyan’s
Christian, do not imagine when you have done that, that you have degraded your soul. You have but
raised it to its throne from which it is to sway the world. And then, do you hear the blare of
trumpets, bursting forth upon a tornado of fear and a storm of tears! Nay! You hear nothing but the
rhythmic sound of men’s hearts beating of hope mingled with doubt; shouting with a great
‘Cantamus’ mingled with a cry ‘we would that this cup would pass from us.’ For he who comes under
the yoke of the soul, who has been admitted into the holiest – the most occult circle of the
fellowship of religion is taught the sorrow as well as the joy at the root of things. It is the elect that
stands amongst minorities, the chosen who walks amongst people, the outcast whose heart beats
with a love that has only a cold disdain or a venomous distrust for a mate; like a Jeremiah he is
commissioned to tell the people of sins that are sweet and of a bondage that is pleasant, and when
his life’s work is done and the cold languor of the grave creeps over him, his destiny is often to have
to send his disciples to the Christ with this sad, sad message “Art thou he who is to come, or do we
look for another?” but how infinitely valuable such a life is! How infinitely sweet is it’s savour to
humanity! How infinitely precious in the eye of God! These are the souls that have made history, not
our kings and princes and armies.

But this life is not the usual pilgrimage preached from timorous pulpits to too powerful pews, and
nor is it the life of the gospels. It is because this conception of religion is being lost in hopeless
Philistinism and lost in the dehumanising influence of unworthy ideals on the one hand and a
backboneless sentimentality that ends at one extreme in an anarchist lack of opinion and on the
other in a crutch of dogmatism and a scent of sacerdotalism – it is because of this that the stern
virtue of uprighteousness and self-respect is fading from life. Give me Calvinism and character rather
than humanism and flabbiness. But a middle way is open. Let us return to that stoical conception of
religion that is a form of heroism; let us banish the pettiness from our faith and look boldly and
lovingly out upon the world groaning for us to go and help it upwards and onwards to a divine
perfection; let us place ourselves unreservedly in the midst of that holy fellowship where God
himself presides, asking no places by his throne in the kingdom but simply craving that our work may
be blessed, our ideals purified and the dawning of our hopes hastened. “And so” using the words of
Mr. Gosse:
And so, when we are dead and past,
The undying world will some day reach
Its glorious home of dawn at last,
And we across time’s sunken beach
May smile, one moment, each to each
Or, to use the still loftier words of the dying Socrates, “Wherefore let a man be of good cheer about
his soul, if in his life he has renounced the pleasure and adornment of the body, as alien to him, and
because he thought that they would do him not good but harm; and if he has earnestly pursued the
pleasures of knowledge and has arrayed his soul with the adornment of temperance, and justice,
and freedom, and truth, thus adorned, she is ready to go on her journey to the world below,
whenever her hour comes.

